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Abstract: The 2023 general election in Thailand with its unexpected results has revealed the weakness and instability of the competitive authoritarian regime in Thailand. The two pro-military parties, the United Thai Nation (UTN) led by General Prayuth Chan-o-cha and Palang Pracharat (PPRP) headed by general Prawit Wongsuwan failed to win hearts and minds of Thai electorate. The ruling party PPRP won only 40 MP (from a total 500) seats from the constituency and party list system, down 76% from the previous general election in 2019 when it secured 116 seats. The ultra-royalist UTN, shortly found prior to this election, gained only 36 House seats, mostly from the southern region, making them the small-sized region-based party with no national standing.

Building upon research on the competitive authoritarianism, democratic backsliding, and party and electoral politics in Thailand, my argument points to three explanatory factors that explain the characteristics of Thailand’s hybrid regime and its failure to win elections: the historical institutional legacy of the past military coup regimes, the lack of skillful and adaptive electoral mobilization, and the disunity of the anti-democratic elites. By depending disproportionately on coups as a political tool, Thai military have neglected to accumulate experience in building strong party, developing policy platforms, and establishing voter bases. With the changing political landscape and voter’s political aspiration, the conservative elites still largely resort to the same old strategies for drawing votes: the co-optation of vote canvassers; the seeking of support from local bosses; the exploitation of patronage systems; and the distribution of goods and money. The split between junta leaders-Prayut and Prawit- also reduced their capacity to win the electoral competitions. However, with the undemocratic structure and mechanisms embedded in the current constitution, the transition to democracy in Thailand remained difficult.
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